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Because I have to be a little more
layperson-friendly for the funeral
home industry than I would be when
writing for some other industries,
most of these articles tend to tread
lightly on the technical stuff. My
hope is to get into that more as we
go along, but the last thing I want to
do is lose anyone on the journey.

My job here is to communicate in
clear, easy-to-understand ways how
online marketing can help your
funeral home (or a related business)
thrive, and to introduce the general
tools and techniques involved in that
process.

However …
Some topics require digging a little

deeper, and that’s the case this time
around. So I’m going to ask for your
patience while we cover some more
of the technical aspects of what 
matters (and just as important, what
doesn’t matter) for ensuring an
excellent Google search ranking for
your funeral website.

While the concepts get a little tech-
nical, you can see why the topic mat-
ters so much. Even business owners
who know virtually nothing about
online marketing understand that
ranking highly in Google local search
results (for your industry) is incredi-
bly important. It’s the most powerful
form of (technically) free advertising
there is!

That’s the only reason why busi-
ness owners who couldn’t care less
about internet marketing came to
understand what SEO means (search
engine optimization, but you knew
that).

They knew they had to get on the
first page of organic (unpaid) search
results, or they were effectively invis-
ible. Over time, it became true that if
your site was not on the top half of
the first page, you were invisible.
Today, you really need to be in the
top three.

It’s that important. And that’s why
I’ve always recommended doing
everything you can to make your
website rank as highly as possible.

Business
By Welton Hong

I realize that many of these articles are being read by funeral
home owners and funeral directors who are still getting used to
the ins and outs of online marketing, and I appreciate that
they’re taking the time to learn more on the subject.

Google Search Rankings

What Matters – and What Doesn’t – for
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While it’s certainly true that pay-
per-click advertising and other inter-
net marketing techniques have
gained traction in recent years – and
they’re certainly viable tools for
increasing leads and conversions –
organic results remain critically
important. Funeral homes still get
the bulk of their online lead genera-
tion, conversions, and revenue from
ranking highly in unpaid search.

This Is What Matters 
Before concerning yourself with any-

thing else, make sure your funeral
home website’s search engine optimiza-
tion is at the top of its game. That’s the
foundation of besting your local com-
petitors in an era when consumers have
become increasingly dependent on the
internet to select services.

I don’t have room here to cover
every SEO aspect that matters to
Google, for one simple reason:
Google uses close to 200 various fac-
tors to rank any given site. (And it
doesn’t reveal a lot of them, ensuring
that webmasters can’t do too much
to game the system – which was a
big problem in the early days.)

However, not all of those factors
weigh equally in the equation, and
we do know many of the big ones.
For example:
On-page factors, such as:
• Amount and quality level of con-

tent. Almost nothing is more impor-
tant than this. Have plenty of
excellent content, and make sure it’s
original and highly relevant to death
care.
• Using relevant keywords in the

site’s “tag” features, such as title
tags, meta description tags and the
H1 tag. (If you’re unfamiliar with
these concepts, speak with your web-
master and/or site designer.) 
• Using keywords in your site

copy. Unlike the old days, in which
sites would “stuff” keywords every-
where to game the system, keywords
now must be used in a balanced,
organic way.
• Length of content. The copy on

your website doesn’t need to be
extremely long, but you need enough
to substantially cover the subject.

• Outbound links (in moderation).
Linking to authoritative sites sends
“trust signals” to Google, improving
your SEO. But too many hurt your
SEO, so don’t go crazy.
• Internal links. Linking pages

within your site gives each page
more SEO juice.
Sitewide factors, such as:
• Using a sitemap. This tool pro-

vides Google a literal map of what
your website includes.
• Having a mobile-optimized site.

This is a huge subject all on its own,
but the long story short is that
Google shows massive ranking pref-
erence these days to sites that func-
tion well and look great on mobile
devices such as smartphones.
Off-page factors, such as:
• The quantity of domains and

pages that link to you, and their
authority (in Google’s view).
• The relevancy of those links to

your subject matter (burial, crema-
tion, etc.).
• Contextual inbound links, mean-

ing that the links come from within
the content on those pages, as
opposed to a sidebar full of links.

There’s plenty more that matters
to Google, such as use of images
(and how they’re tagged within the
site), the way your site is organized
and so on. 

I realize all that technical stuff can
be confusing, but that’s where it’s
important to speak with your site
designer and/or webmaster. Even
better, an experienced online market-
ing expert can help you understand
how to optimize these areas.

This Is What DOESN’T Matter
The age of your website. “Estab-

lished 2005” might look good on
your website, letting people know
you’ve been doing business for well
over a decade, but it doesn’t carry
any weight with Google. If your
website is only a couple of years
old but it’s built authority with
Google through great SEO, you’re
good to go.
Whether (or not) you use Google

apps or services. Some business
owners think Google will improve

their rankings if they use Gmail or
Google Docs. Others avoid using
such products out of fear that
Google will know too much about
their operation. Neither matters at
all. Use Google tools if you wish.
Use other options if you prefer.
Facebook Likes and shares/other

social media sharing. Google does-
n’t care whether your site has been
“Liked” or shared on Facebook 10
times or 10,000. That has no direct
effect on search engine ranking.
However, that level of sharing
almost certainly ensures more site
activity, more click-throughs, and
increased branding, which certainly
helps your site’s ranking. So,
there’s a definite benefit to social
media shares,  just not a direct
cause-and-effect one.
Using shared hosting/an inexpen-

sive hosting site. That’s not on
Google’s radar. It doesn’t grant any
greater authority to a site that uses
some expensive boutique host than
it does a site using cheap hosting.
As long as your host doesn’t nega-
tively impact the site’s performance
in any meaningful way (e.g., slow
loading times or server outages),
it’s perfectly fine to use.

So, what can we take from this?
Well, it means that if your organic
ranking isn’t as strong as you’d
like, you should look into the issues
in the “What Matters” section –
and stop concerning yourself with
any of the issues in the “Doesn’t
Matter” section.

In general, it’s a great idea to
learn as much as you can about
SEO and how it relates to Google
rankings for local search. When
you do, make sure you’re reading
high-quality information that’s no
more than a year old, and prefer-
ably less than six months old. 

Google’s processes evolve con-
stantly – and rapidly. Something
that was a big deal a few years ago
could have l itt le-to-no impact
today. Similarly, certain elements
Google largely let slide a few years
back (e.g., mobile optimization) are
among the most critical ranking
aspects today. •
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competitors.
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new year. 

STEP FIVE: TURNING CLICKS
INTO DOLLARS
If click rates, Facebook and acronyms like SEO have you con-
fused, you’re not alone. But that’s why getting a handle on
these things can separate you from competitors. In this talk,
Welton Hong will help you capitalize on these opportunities.
He’ll also share tips on collecting email addresses, turning
website visitors into customers, collecting positive reviews
and more. Discover all nine steps to be covered at the
event, visit: www.kbbizplan.com
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